
START Let’s set off shall we! I planned the walk 
to start at Lower Black Moss which proved to be a 
convenient spot as there was ample room to park. 
We set off by walking south along a permissive track 
to Upper Black Moss Reservoir. While walking we 
enjoyed views of Pendle Hill across the reservoirs 
in the west. Soon we left the reservoirs behind and 
walked into the extremely well kept village of Barley. 
The exemplary cleanliness of the village was a true 
delight. If only all of England could have such pride. 
It was a joy for us to walk through the village on our 
approach to Pendle Hill.

On leaving Barley we started to make our ascent, 
first by skirting the south side of Barley Hill then 
by climbing through paddock fields to Buttocks. 
As is sometimes the case we meandered between 
two paths, one by Lower Ogden Reservoir and one 
running parallel 20 metres higher on the flank of the 
hill. We took the higher path. On reaching Buttocks 
on track we paused and then made our way towards 
Cat Holes.

The walk to Cat Holes seemed a little steep, the climb 
was supposed to be steady but not this steep surely. 
We continued on and up and as we did so I realised 
we were not heading for Cat Holes. From Buttocks 
we had followed a track that beelined to the top. 
On checking the GPS it confirmed we were a good 
mile from the position we should have been in. 
Instead of going west to ascend Pendle Hill from the 
southwest we were ascending from the southeast. 
Looking back I am glad we did as the cloud and rain 
were southwesterly and our ascent would have been 
tougher still.
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Pendle Hill from Lower Black Moss Reservoir

Lower Ogden Reservoir

The east facing flank of Pendle Hill

Follow in the footsteps of the ‘Walking English Man’...

Pendle Hill is an is an isolated area of upland, separated from the Pennines to the east and the Yorkshire 
Dales to the north. Due to its remoteness, alone from the giants it stands out in its impressive singularity 
as a draw to walkers. Being off our usual beaten tracks my friends and I have wondered if we would ever 

stand upon it. We finally did and this is the story of that walk.

Walking route kindly provided by www.walkingenglishman.com

START: Lower Black Moss              DISTANCE: 7.3 miles (11.8 km)               CLIMBING: 500 metres

GRID REF: SD831418                  TIME: 3-4 hours      RATING: Hard



At about 500 metres high we ran into the 
cloud and the drizzle became much worse. 
It was raining heavy in the cloud so we 
soldiered on without talking to the top and 
the welcome sight of the summit cairn. We 
could see nothing at all so we immediately 
ducked into a hollow on the eastern 
ledge of the summit plateau and took 
refreshments. We scampered off Pendle 
Hill with haste. The weather up there was 
not good, the only disappointment of a 
super day out for we shall probably never 
know what the views are from the top.

As soon as we descended 100 metres 
of the northern face of Pendle Hill the 
rains relented and the views opened out. 
We spotted Clitheroe to the northwest 
and the verdant valley of Ribblesdale 
due north. It was lovely lush green with 
patchwork fi elds and lots of tree copses, 
a lovely sight indeed. We walked north 
from Pendle Hill to skirt past the east side 
of Hookcliffe Plantation and then crossed 

the road at Lane End before tracking east 
to Heckin Farm and Hollin’s Farm. It was 
lovely walking over vivid green fi elds. The 
weather was better now and there were 
even patches of blue sky appearing. Yet as 
we looked south to Pendle Hill it was still 
covered in cloud, still brooding. Surely the 
witches of Pendle Hill were at their mischief 
today. We did not see them but with 
weather conspired they must have seen us.

The fi nal stages of the walk were over more 
fi elds to Brownlow Farm and then skirting 
Pendle Bridge Wood and Earton Hill before 
reaching a road and an unnamed building 
which we attributed to the witches. It was 
unoccupied and could easily have been 
their haunt. Then after another short 
unplanned detour we followed the Black 
Moss Road back to the cars. Bewitched by 
the walk and sometimes thrown slightly off 
course by their spells there was one thing 
the witches could not achieve. They did not 
spoil a wonderful walk.

 

 

 Cloud was still clinging to Pendle Hill

Lovely green landscape at Lane End



The climb from Souther Scales to Ingleborough 
used to have an awful length of duck boarding 
which is now thankfully paved and after a half mile 
of gentle gradient is over it is a good old steep 
ascent to the top. Huff and puff if you must, it is 
the last climb of the epic walk.

On the table top plateau of Ingleborough itself 
you will be blessed by, weather permitting, 
brilliant views including hernside, all of Ribblehead 
including the viaduct, a panorama of the Dales 
and on a good day the hills of the Lake District too. 
While you celebrate the achievement of capturing 
the Three Peaks do not forget there is still some 
six miles back to Horton, all downhill and on the 
route back are some great examples of Limestone 
Paving.

 

 
End of the line

Sun glinting over Ingleborough


